Steel Debate Bogs Down Again

Settlement Failure
Angers CIO

Workers Restive
But Stay on Jobs

PITTSBURGH (AP) - CIO labor leaders and spokesmen for the rank and file of United Steelworkers angry and restive last week announced plans to stay on the picket lines for a settlement that has apparently failed to satisfy their demands.

The wage-price freeze threatened the rank and file United Steelworkers and is expected to last for a year if not longer. Most union leaders and spokesmen for the CIO leaders and spokesmen for the rank and file United Steelworkers are skeptical of the new settlement that has apparently failed to satisfy their demands.

"We can't have a strike going on for 12 months, unless we definitely know we have a better settlement," said John L. Lewis, head of the United Mine Workers Union.

"We won't strike for a year if we have no assurance that a better settlement is going to be made," said Lewis.

"We are holding the line on the wage-price freeze threat and are in a position to work on a better settlement that has apparently failed to satisfy their demands," said Lewis.

"We have a right to a better settlement, and we will get it," said Lewis.
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Evading the Issue

If the Student Congress were to follow a recommendation made last week by President Garfield Sheets, it would collide with the official "College Books" issue 1949 which says the Congress should pay all expenses of Campus Chest if a student tax should be passed.

Last week Sheets recommended to the Congress that it pay only half of this year's Chest expense and all next year's.

This year's Chest expenses may run to about $600. Without payment by the Congress, some $125 of funds collected for charity would have to be for expenses of the local organization. This is the purpose for which donations are collected.

The Congress voted to spend $212.50 remaining from this year's campaign for uniforms and miscellaneous articles and items. This left a surplus of $57.50.

The Chest expense, according to the ordinance, is numbered as an item in the University budget. In other words, it is money that has already been collected.

In reporting to appropriate funds from this year's money, the Congress did not violate the letter of the ordinance, since a new fiscal year begins with the advent of the new Congress May 14. Total expenses could be paid out of next fall's collections by carrying the Chest in the red for the summer months.

Sheets and members of Congress who wish to force payment have to work ending the ordinance, whereas a faculty voting against the tax, the Congress says it will not follow this when it considers the appropriations.

The whole ordinance is written in ambiguous terms which makes it a matter of opinion whether the Chest and the Congress are in agreement.
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The Press and Presidential Power

At a recent press conference, President Truman pulled out his old modified order. While it may not be actually what he did, he made sure that the press was not writing about it with the wrong impression.

He implied that his order, if it was to be insisted on, would require pages of small type to explain.

It is his argument that the order is not a constitutional exercise of the powers which he claims, the constitutional protection guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment.

That constitutional protection would require pages of small type to explain.

In the whole ordinance is written in ambiguous terms which makes it a matter of opinion whether the Chest and the Congress are in agreement.
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Spartans Win on One Hit
Baseball Team Wins Two over Weekend

By DON CAMELONG

The bottom line was 3-1 over Penn State; Entertain Wisconsin Saturday on One Hit

The Spartans swept the Penn State quartet 3-1 and 7-5 Saturday on a solid performance from the hitting and pitching departments.

In the opener, Eddie Martin's solid hitting anchored the offensive attack, while the defense pitched a no-hitter, the only hit being a single by Dave Johnson of the Lions in the sixth inning.

In the second game, the Spartans were ahead 6-0 after three innings, but the Lions rallied to within 6-3 after five innings, only to see the Spartans score four in the sixth to put the game out of reach.

The victory was much needed, as the Spartans have struggled hitting through the first part of the season. The hitting attack is led by Martin, who had a hard-hitting role in both games.

The defense was also solid, as the only hit was a single by Johnson in the sixth inning of the opener. The defense played flawlessly, making no errors in either game.

Although the victory was much needed, the team still has work to do on the offensive side. The team needs to continue to work on their hitting and get more runs on the board.

Tigers Drop Pair to A's, 10-6 and 6-5

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The A's defeated the Tigers 10-6 and 6-5, as the Tigers could not put up a fight against the A's strong lineup.

In the first game, the Tigers started off strong, taking a 2-0 lead in the first inning, but the A's quickly regained the lead and took a 10-2 lead by the end of the second inning. The A's kept up the momentum and scored 8 more runs in the third inning, putting the game out of reach.

In the second game, the A's once again dominated, scoring 6 runs in the first inning and carrying the lead throughout the game. The A's pitching was solid, as they held the Tigers to only 5 hits.

The Tigers need to work on their hitting and defense to improve their overall performance. They need to find a way to score more runs and improve their pitching to compete with the A's strong lineup.

Golfers Cop 17-10 Win From Detroit

DETROIT (AP) - The Spartans defeated the Detroit Tigers 17-10 in a close game that saw both teams score goals in the final minutes.

In the opening game, the Spartans took an early lead, scoring 5 goals in the first quarter. The Tigers fought back in the second quarter, scoring 3 goals and cutting the lead to 12-10. However, the Spartans continued to score goals in the third and fourth quarters, winning the game 17-10.

The Spartans' defense was strong, holding the Tigers to only 10 goals. The offense was also solid, scoring goals in every quarter.

The Tigers need to work on their defense and score more goals to improve their performance. They need to find a way to stop the Spartans' strong offense and score more goals to compete with the Spartans.

College Cleaners

361 ABBOTT ROAD

Complete Selection of Naturally Attractive Watches and Bracelets

THOMPSON JEWELRY

WAR DECLARED!

ON ALL PRICES

Special Prices

10% Off

ON ALL MEN'S CLOTHING

Len Kositchek's Varsity Shop

720 MICH. AVE.
Performance Landed  
Niblock's Original Work Sung by A Cappella Choir

By BETTIE BROWN
MCS's A Cappella Choir under the direction of Richard Niblock gave a highly commendable performance in People Church last night.

The annual spring concert had a healthy turn-out and vigor which was well-received by the audience.

To the most outstanding work of the evening was "Tea revi...l", the new work by Ann Williams, and the M.C.S. choir under the direction of James Williams of the Music Department.

Nicholas played the violin while a brilliant piece of adding color to a work of Richard Niblock's has been successful and only in the piece of doing what they could to make the music more exciting. The program of Leo Romeo, Fr. Henry's, a woman's voice, and the M.S.S. choir.
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Miller to Speak At Coffee Hour

Dr. James W. Miller of the history service department, was the guest speaker for the last in a series of coffee hour talks by members of the College of Liberal Arts.

The College of Liberal Arts sponsors the coffee hour talks.
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